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Diploma thesis „Radical Islamism in Western Europe as possible reason for redefinition of
liberal-democratic model“ deals with impacts of demonstrations of political Islam – especially in its
extreme forms – on current form of liberal democracy. It deals with roots of the problem, especially with
postwar influx of mainly Muslim immigrants to Western Europe and difficulties with their integration. It
describes approaches of selected authors to the issue of radical Islamism and its impact on democratic
values and rules in theoretical section. Main section of this thesis deals with analysis of specific
controversial issues: disputes over wearing of Islamic headscarves, debates about building of mosques
and attempted implementations of Islamic law sharia into legal systems of Western countries. Beside
these selected issues are there briefly described other controversial issues too – e.g. reactions on
publication of book Satanic Verses and cartoons depicting Prophet Muhammad, arguing about
problematic topics taught in schools with Muslim pupils and involving Muslims in politics. I’m trying to
outline future course of collisions between radical Islamism and principles of Western liberal democracy
in the final section of my thesis, citing forecasts by some known experts.
